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he stock market took
its biggest U-turn since
the early days of the pandemic, with the Dow falling
1,063.09 points, or 3.1%,
posting its largest decline
this year just 24 hours after
its largest gain since 2020.
The Nasdaq and S&P 500 slid
5% and 3.6%, respectively. A1
 The yield on the 10-year
Treasury note rose to
3.066%, the highest level
since November 2018. B11
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 Musk has assembled a
group of investors including
a Saudi prince, Larry Ellison
and a bitcoin exchange to
pony up more than $7 billion
to back his bid for Twitter. A1
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Richard Neutradesigned house
in Palm Springs
sets record. M3

Tech rout brings
market down from
previous day’s rally as
rate reality sets in

Friday, May 6, 2022 | M1

technology shares that have
fallen on hard times in 2022
after years of leading the market advance.
Tesla dropped 8.3% and Amazon.com fell 7.6%. Bank stocks,
a key indicator of economic expectations, dropped 2.7%, according to the KBW Nasdaq index of large commercial
lenders. The Russell 2000 index of smaller U.S. companies
declined 4%.
“The market yesterday was
a relief rally,” said Seema Shah,
chief strategist at Principal
Global Investors. By Thursday,
she said, the realities of a more
challenging environment for
stocks were starting to settle
in, including higher rates, difficult earnings comparisons and
a stronger U.S. dollar that
weighs on overseas earnings at
multinational companies.
Thursday’s rout is the latest
Please turn to page A2
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The stock market took its
biggest U-turn since the early
days of the pandemic on
Thursday, with the Dow Jones
Industrial Average posting its
largest decline this year just
24 hours after its largest gain
since 2020.
The reversal wiped out the
euphoria that reigned on Wall
Street Wednesday in the wake
of Federal Reserve Chairman
Jerome Powell’s comment that
the Fed wasn’t “actively considering” raising interest rates
by 0.75 percentage point at a
future meeting. With inflation
at its highest level since the
SHATTERED: A Ukrainian serviceman on Thursday walks next to an apartment building de- early 1980s, markets were anstroyed by shelling in Kramatorsk in eastern Ukraine. Russia intensified strikes on infra- BY ticipating
an increase and
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 Bausch + Lomb priced
its IPO at $18 a share, falling short of expectations. B1
 Peloton Interactive is
exploring a sale of a sizable
minority stake in an effort
to shore up its business. B1
 Shell said it took a $3.9 billion posttax charge related
to its decision to exit Russia,
only slightly denting an otherwise strong quarter. B3
 Shopify agreed to buy fulfillment specialist Deliverr
in a $2.1 billion deal. B4
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 Russia is intensifying
strikes on Ukrainian infrastructure, seeking to disrupt deliveries of Western
weapons as Moscow’s offensive in the east appears
to have stalled. A1, A8-9
 The U.S. provided intelligence that enabled Ukraine
the missile cruiser
paidto
insink
2013
Moskva, the flagship of
Russia’s Black Sea fleet. A8
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For Mariupol Civilians,
‘Days Passed Like a Blur’
BY MATTHEW LUXMOORE
ZAPORIZHZHIA, Ukraine—
As Russian forces bore down
on Mariupol in the first days
of the war, unleashing artillery
and rocket fire on the strategic port city in Ukraine’s
southeast, Anna Zaitseva, a
young schoolteacher, found
herself scrambling for safety.
After a night in their apartment block’s cramped, airless
basement, her husband, Kirill,
suggested they move with
their infant son, Svyatoslav,
and Ms. Zaitseva’s parents to
what he deemed the ultimate
refuge: the bunkers beneath
the sprawling Azovstal steel
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plant where he worked.
“We didn’t know what provisions there were or how well
defended it is,” said Ms. Zaitseva. “But we took a leap of
faith and went.”
In interviews with The Wall
Street Journal, Ms. Zaitseva
and other civilians who escaped from Azovstal painted a
picture of what life was like
inside.
As the Russian army turned
Mariupol into rubble over
more than two months, leaving thousands dead and depriving the city of food, water,
electricity and phone signal,
the steel plant became the final holdout and a symbol of
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Musk Secures Fresh $7 Billion
From Investors in Twitter Bid

INSIDE

BY LAINE HIGGINS

The Kansas Jayhawks won
the NCAA men’s basketball title in early April. A few weeks
later, members of the team are
on a barnstorming tour that
will let them monetize their
success in a way that was
never possible until now.
Members of the title team
stand to collectively make
nearly $1 million during a sixweek trek to seven gyms
around the state. The JayMauna Loa volcano. A3
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more than $7 billion to back
his bid to buy Twitter Inc.
Tesla Inc.’s chief executive
has lined up about $7.14 billion from 19 investors, a roster
of big-money backers whose
investment effectively reduces
the personal risk Mr. Musk
has to take to close the $44
billion deal for the social-me-

MANSION
Below the Hollywood
sign, a once-secret
enclave has become a
hot market. M1

New Workers Are Vanishing
Before They Even Get Started
i

i

i

People accept job offers and are never
heard from again; ‘It was just crickets’
Enervise Inc. recently found
someone to fill a $75,000-ayear job. The new hire said he
would move to Cincinnati and
report to orientation at 8 a.m.

Add another head-scratching new feature to the postCovid employment landscape:
A job isn’t filled until the new
hire actually shows up for
work.
Manufacturers, restaurants,
By Chip Cutter,
airlines and cleaning compaLauren Weber
nies are among the employers
and Ray A. Smith
seeing a surge of job seekers
on his first Monday. The day who accept positions—and are
before, he emailed to say he neither seen nor heard from
had changed his mind.
again. Southwest Airlines Co.
Taken aback, Aaron Dorf- said some 15% to 20% of new
man, the recruiting manager hires for some jobs don’t turn
for the facility-services and up on their first day. At secuplumbing comrity and facilitypany,
emailed
services provider
back. No response.
Allied Universal,
“I called, too, and it
roughly 15% of new
was just crickets,” he
hires disappear before
Please turn to page A9
said.
Hired?

Total cost of the four properties in the 1980s: $3.1 million
close to all the
Hollywood
studios.

I

needs to put up personally, to
just under $20 billion.
The biggest contribution
comes from Prince al-Waleed
bin Talal of Saudi Arabia, who
agreed to retain a stake in
Twitter valued at $1.9 billion
following Mr. Musk’s takeover,
the disclosure said.
The prince, a nephew of

JILLS ZEDER GROUP/1 OAK STUDIOS (3)

 The BOE raised its key
interest rate but signaled that
it is likely to move cautiously
in coming months. A10

Below the Hollywood sign, a once ‘private, secret’
L.A. enclave has become a home-buying hotspot
and overrun by tourists. Some residents fight back.

for his company, Kingdom
Holding Co.
Mr. Ellison, a co-founder of
Oracle Corp., agreed to put in
$1 billion. Cryptocurrency exchange Binance.com, controlled by billionaire developer
Changpeng Zhao, promised
$500 million. Venture-capital
Please turn to page A4
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testimony filed to U.S. and

turned a free-standing garage on
the property into a 5,000-bottle
wine storage area, Mr. Douglas
said.
In 1986, Dr. Pearce purchased
three additional lots. He tore
down an existing home on one lot
to create the private park, but he
kept two homes on the other parcels. He used one for entertaining
and staff. Around 2010, he renovated the other existing house
and lived there for several years.
—E.B. Solomont
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MICHAEL SHAUN JACKSON found
deal.
International Realty had the listinspiration in a somewhat unlikely
place: the 2010 film “TRON: LegThe sale represents a signifiing, while Danny Brown of Comacy,” a dystopian film set almost 30
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The living room and Ferrari

2020 purchase price: $15.895 million

Spectacular Oceanfront

Premier Heights
Location.

89 Monte Vista Avenue, Ridgewood, NJ 07450
Six bedroom, center hall brick colonial situated
on gorgeous landscaped property. Just minutes
to schools, Village and NYC transportation.
Listed at $1,995,000
Frances Hanson Ekblom
Principal Agent

Broker Associate
M: 201.602.4683
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Actress ReeseA Little
Witherspoon
Bit of the
Future
Comes
to Texas
Flips a Home in Los Angeles

SEAGIRT, NJ

26 SEA VIEW AVENUE
PIEDMONT, CALIFORNIA
Completely updated, gated estate by famed
architect Gardner Dailey built on a rare site of
2.75 acres in a peaceful San Francisco Bay Area
residential community.

“Southern Comfort” abounds in this New Orleans designed home with white pillar
columns, yellow awnings and cast aluminum railings. Impeccable landscaping is
perfect complement to host & entertain parties for large number of guests. An
extra bonus is the carriage house above the extra large garage.
637 Ocean Ave. Seagirt, NJ • MLS# 22205687
This property is not in a flood zone and has had no storm damage over the last 60 years.

Price requested - $12,900,000.00
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A waterfront compound in Miami Beach is coming on the market for $170 million. If it sells for
that amount, the property will be
the most expensive ever sold in
Florida.
The property is located on La
Gorce Island, a guard-gated community connected by bridge to
Miami Beach. Set on nearly 3
acres, the gated
estate comFOR SALE
prises four parcels and has approximately 600
MILLION
feet of water
600 ft. of
frontage on Biswaterfront,
cayne Bay, ac4 houses
cording to list-

 Top U.S. regulators proposed overhauling how banks
lend hundreds of billions of
dollars annually in lowerincome communities. A2
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 Boeing plans to move its
global headquarters to Arlington, Va., from Chicago, a
shift that would bring the
company’s leadership closer
to top federal officials. B1
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A Miami Beach Compound Lists

